
QUESTION 1: How many days do you spend on campus a week during semester?

Options

Total selections

Percentage of selections

0 days 442 73.30%

1-2 days 57 9.45%

3-4 days 78 12.94%

5 or more days 26 4.31%

TOTAL RESPONDENTS 603 -

QUESTION 2: From the following categories, please select what type of student you are

Options

Absolute Frequency

Relative frequency by choice

Relative frequency

Adjusted relative frequency

Undergraduate 327 36.33% 17.90% 54.23%

Postgraduate 62 6.89% 3.39% 10.28%

PAVE 1 0.11% 0.05% 0.17%

Online/OUA/SOL 370 41.11% 20.25% 61.36%

International 1 0.11% 0.05% 0.17%

Domestic 139 15.44% 7.61% 23.05%

TOTAL SELECTIONS 900 100.00% - -

TOTAL RESPONDENTS 603 - - -

73.30%

9.45%

12.94%

4.31%



QUESTION 3: In the past year, please rate your satisfaction with the following services and amenities

Options

TOTAL

Satisfied

Very satisfied

I am
 not aware of this service

I have not used this service

Very unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

Neutral

Advocacy Service 178 29.52% 331 54.89% 15 2.49% 7 1.16% 29 4.81% 24 3.98% 19 3.15% 603

Ask George 173 28.69% 269 44.61% 14 2.32% 28 4.64% 46 7.63% 57 9.45% 16 2.65% 603

Careers and Employability 120 19.90% 364 60.36% 13 2.16% 15 2.49% 40 6.63% 37 6.14% 14 2.32% 603

Chaplaincy 185 30.68% 384 63.68% 5 0.83% 2 0.33% 19 3.15% 5 0.83% 3 0.50% 603

Childcare 152 25.21% 422 69.98% 5 0.83% 0 0.00% 20 3.32% 3 0.50% 1 0.17% 603

Clubs and Societies 129 21.39% 388 64.34% 13 2.16% 17 2.82% 27 4.48% 21 3.48% 8 1.33% 603

Community Garden 223 36.98% 337 55.89% 4 0.66% 3 0.50% 21 3.48% 10 1.66% 5 0.83% 603

Cultural Activities 176 29.19% 379 62.85% 6 1.00% 4 0.66% 19 3.15% 14 2.32% 5 0.83% 603

Counselling 107 17.74% 418 69.32% 10 1.66% 5 0.83% 24 3.98% 21 3.48% 18 2.99% 603

Disability Support & Equity Services 114 18.91% 413 68.49% 9 1.49% 7 1.16% 24 3.98% 17 2.82% 19 3.15% 603

Hammer and Swine Bar 186 30.85% 358 59.37% 9 1.49% 4 0.66% 26 4.31% 10 1.66% 10 1.66% 603

Health Services (wellbeing@swin) 172 28.52% 364 60.36% 5 0.83% 4 0.66% 25 4.15% 15 2.49% 18 2.99% 603

Free Pool Access at HALC 220 36.48% 341 56.55% 5 0.83% 0 0.00% 18 2.99% 8 1.33% 11 1.82% 603

Language & Academic Skills Centre 162 26.87% 363 60.20% 6 1.00% 3 0.50% 22 3.65% 28 4.64% 19 3.15% 603

Legal Services 184 30.51% 389 64.51% 6 1.00% 0 0.00% 20 3.32% 2 0.33% 2 0.33% 603

Library IT Rovers 167 27.69% 311 51.58% 10 1.66% 6 1.00% 26 4.31% 40 6.63% 43 7.13% 603

Night Bus 179 29.68% 392 65.01% 4 0.66% 0 0.00% 18 2.99% 5 0.83% 5 0.83% 603

Orientation 104 17.25% 313 51.91% 11 1.82% 11 1.82% 43 7.13% 62 10.28% 59 9.78% 603

Queer Space 189 31.34% 371 61.53% 7 1.16% 1 0.17% 20 3.32% 8 1.33% 7 1.16% 603

Social Activities 150 24.88% 388 64.34% 8 1.33% 5 0.83% 25 4.15% 19 3.15% 8 1.33% 603

Sport and Recreation 154 25.54% 403 66.83% 10 1.66% 2 0.33% 21 3.48% 11 1.82% 2 0.33% 603

Strategies for Success 150 24.88% 336 55.72% 11 1.82% 6 1.00% 29 4.81% 37 6.14% 34 5.64% 603

Student Diary 184 30.51% 312 51.74% 13 2.16% 6 1.00% 36 5.97% 22 3.65% 30 4.98% 603

Student Finance 145 24.05% 340 56.38% 11 1.82% 8 1.33% 34 5.64% 41 6.80% 24 3.98% 603

Student Housing 144 23.88% 422 69.98% 7 1.16% 1 0.17% 18 2.99% 7 1.16% 4 0.66% 603

Student Leadership 141 23.38% 400 66.33% 8 1.33% 3 0.50% 26 4.31% 14 2.32% 11 1.82% 603

Student Volunteering 135 22.39% 401 66.50% 8 1.33% 3 0.50% 26 4.31% 17 2.82% 13 2.16% 603

Student Media 176 29.19% 361 59.87% 9 1.49% 2 0.33% 25 4.15% 16 2.65% 14 2.32% 603

Student Representation 135 22.39% 401 66.50% 8 1.33% 8 1.33% 30 4.98% 12 1.99% 9 1.49% 603

Women's Space 189 31.34% 371 61.53% 6 1.00% 1 0.17% 22 3.65% 7 1.16% 7 1.16% 603

AVERAGE SELECTIONS 161 26.66% 368 61.04% 9 1.42% 5 0.90% 26 4.31% 20 3.26% 15 2.42% 100.00%



QUESTION 4: How important do you think the following services are to Swinburne students? 

Options

TOTAL

Very im
portant

I am
 not aware of this service

Very unim
portant

Unim
portant

Neutral

Im
portant

Advocacy Service 251 41.63% 24 3.98% 4 0.66% 62 10.28% 138 22.89% 124 20.56% 603

Ask George 270 44.78% 13 2.16% 17 2.82% 76 12.60% 119 19.73% 108 17.91% 603

Careers and Employability 161 26.70% 22 3.65% 2 0.33% 39 6.47% 108 17.91% 271 44.94% 603

Chaplaincy 238 39.47% 46 7.63% 35 5.80% 127 21.06% 80 13.27% 77 12.77% 603

Childcare 199 33.00% 25 4.15% 11 1.82% 81 13.43% 107 17.74% 180 29.85% 603

Clubs and Societies 200 33.17% 25 4.15% 10 1.66% 114 18.91% 144 23.88% 110 18.24% 603

Community Garden 232 38.47% 29 4.81% 24 3.98% 126 20.90% 116 19.24% 76 12.60% 603

Cultural Activities 208 34.49% 25 4.15% 18 2.99% 100 16.58% 149 24.71% 103 17.08% 603

Counselling 151 25.04% 25 4.15% 6 1.00% 39 6.47% 120 19.90% 262 43.45% 603

Disability Support and Equity Services 163 27.03% 20 3.32% 3 0.50% 47 7.79% 107 17.74% 263 43.62% 603

Hammer and Swine Bar 234 38.81% 39 6.47% 41 6.80% 151 25.04% 81 13.43% 57 9.45% 603

Health Services (wellbeing@swin) 203 33.67% 20 3.32% 7 1.16% 56 9.29% 126 20.90% 191 31.67% 603

Free Pool Access at HALC 217 35.99% 19 3.15% 38 6.30% 146 24.21% 107 17.74% 76 12.60% 603

Language and Academic Skills Centre 185 30.68% 23 3.81% 8 1.33% 72 11.94% 117 19.40% 198 32.84% 603

Legal Services 194 32.17% 19 3.15% 9 1.49% 75 12.44% 130 21.56% 176 29.19% 603

Library IT Rovers 236 39.14% 25 4.15% 6 1.00% 80 13.27% 116 19.24% 140 23.22% 603

Night Bus 231 38.31% 28 4.64% 17 2.82% 94 15.59% 108 17.91% 125 20.73% 603

Orientation 153 25.37% 27 4.48% 8 1.33% 88 14.59% 127 21.06% 200 33.17% 603

Queer Space 252 41.79% 37 6.14% 14 2.32% 118 19.57% 80 13.27% 102 16.92% 603

Social Activities 194 32.17% 20 3.32% 13 2.16% 115 19.07% 142 23.55% 119 19.73% 603

Sport and Recreation 197 32.67% 20 3.32% 13 2.16% 126 20.90% 138 22.89% 109 18.08% 603

Strategies for Success 182 30.18% 21 3.48% 10 1.66% 90 14.93% 122 20.23% 178 29.52% 603

Student Diary 198 32.84% 35 5.80% 22 3.65% 109 18.08% 114 18.91% 125 20.73% 603

Student Finance 179 29.68% 24 3.98% 5 0.83% 68 11.28% 125 20.73% 202 33.50% 603

Student Housing 200 33.17% 22 3.65% 6 1.00% 75 12.44% 123 20.40% 177 29.35% 603

Student Leadership 201 33.33% 16 2.65% 17 2.82% 113 18.74% 123 20.40% 133 22.06% 603

Student Volunteering 190 31.51% 19 3.15% 12 1.99% 117 19.40% 146 24.21% 119 19.73% 603

Student Media 232 38.47% 19 3.15% 12 1.99% 124 20.56% 120 19.90% 96 15.92% 603

Student Representation 187 31.01% 22 3.65% 7 1.16% 103 17.08% 136 22.55% 148 24.54% 603

Women's Space 231 38.31% 32 5.31% 14 2.32% 105 17.41% 107 17.74% 114 18.91% 603

AVERAGE SELECTIONS 206 34.10% 25 4.10% 14 2.26% 95 15.68% 119 19.77% 145 24.10% 100.00%



QUESTION 5: Are there any additional services you would like to see offered?

I would just like the administration, in general, to be more responsive to student off campus.  As an OUA student you are treated like a second-class citizen. 

More study spaces in the library as well as more affordable cafes/shops

Travel

I am an online student so only receive support from Ask George (at a very expensive price). Obviously my union fees are subsidising on campus students very well.

I don't how many of these services can be used for AOU students on line.

It is hard to say what i feel is important in the above list as I dont use any of it really hence I can comment for myself however I have tried to give a balanced view.  Note - Queer space and Womens space i have no 

objection to but personally would rather see an all inclusive mentality without the need to pigeon hole people into categories but hey I know they are needed.

More services to be available for online students. I am not aware of the majority of services offered above and it would be great if we could actually understand what our amenities fee is being used for, considering 

we don't benefit from almost all of the amenities and services listed above.

Service that provides a laptop borrowing for the whole semester not just 48hrs

Student Diary posted automatically upon enrolment and each year to each Online Student.

Contact with applicable students if a unit will be excluded from their core, major one elective units and what, if any, impact it will have on unit selection or studies, going forward.

Free access to gym  

More services for online students - such as recommendations for tutoring and academic support.

More lockers/Or a service provided:  Many students have items than can be cumbersome to transport to uni each day.  Student union does offer these for a fee however there are only a handful and always in very 

short supply. 

I'm an online student and so I can't benefit from a high number of the services on offer.  If online students are going to increase then I'd expect services that could benefit online students would increase along with 

it.  Perhaps look at each service and see if there isn't a way that it could be offered to those in other locations.



To the online students, more online lectures to better explain content and increase understanding/learning. Great having the collaboration sessions prior to assignments but I think more will provide great benefits. 

Accuracy in the content of the online material, very important for the students to have 100% accurate content delivered to them, as we pay huge amounts of money for our University tuition we are entitled to 100% 

accuracy in content delivery. 

Clearer counselling for online students. I tried to access this with consistent failure and the counsellor didnt follow up

my study period is on November for the first time

How about some services only for those studying through OUA or purely on-line.

Mentors or ela's to visit on practicum placements

Access to other online libraries - in particular when SOL library crashes.

More benefits for online students

As an OUA student i would like to see some of these services be available to us.  We have no ID so can't even access the free pool options despite living  in Melbourne

Greater assistance for Professional Placement and Professional Degree students. Better information/knowledge of staff at the exchange offices. It feels VERY difficult to better a degree through such things when the 

staff have not been provided with the information by the uni. The division of cash for sports v not sports clubs is ridiculous, especially for larger clubs such as 3SSR. The SSAA/whatever its called now needs to 

significantly improve relationships with non sporting clubs, just because they aren't competing at Uni Games doesnt mean other clubs are any less important OR any less significant to the PAYING members.  

Cater for Online students which are INTER-STATE.  Provided services to help support OFF campus students making payments for these services, which are MOSTLY NOT accessible.

Being an online student is a challenge to find, learn and access these services - are they available to us whether we can attend campus or not?  I find as a mature age student skills required like excel putting a graph 

into an assignment etc. lacking in information and technology skills can significantly hold me back and lower my marks whilst causing great stress but I can't find the service to help me build these skills.

A collaborate session for online students regarding careers and employability 

Courses need to have disability support worker for students who are undertaking studies who have a disability and need that extra bit of time or assistance to complete subjects.



A weekend maybe twice a year were online students from other parts of Australia can come to campus and get a feel for what is on offer.  Or even something smaller in each capital city.  Where we can have a face to 

face meeting with others doing our course but feel we are in a in a safe environment. Online study can be quite lonely and isolating.

Sensitivity training for staff - when someone rings up saying they are struggling with a subject and they response they get is 'maybe you should quit' leaves a bit to be desired.  Haven't contacted or spoke to another 

person at Swinburne since.

More services for on-line students such as a 24/7 on-line drop in centre or one-stop shop where we can participate in conversations with each other and be connected with service personnel without jumping 

through the hoops we currently have to to get any help.

service that can offer clearer explanation on ''criteria guidance" with examples/specifics so there is no guess work/assuming to avoid the risk of misinterpretation 

The promotion of a more cohesive online environment. Students who study online are removed  from the 'university experience.' Due to being online,there is a lack of socialisation between students. I have noticed 

that no-one in my subjects are Connect 2. Additionally, studying online can appear to promote anti-social behaviour, as discussing posts can come across as being competitive. However, in reality, we are not able to 

see the person who is posting non-verbal language. Therefore, we can make wrong assumptions against a person by our perception of the written word, and how language is used.

Quicker service at student hq at busy times.   Staff at student hq that are more helpful. 

O-week every year?   Free beer/alcohol events 

I am using your Tutor to review the drafts. I am very pleased with the service.

Men's study space

More support for OUA students making it easier to get answers when having to speak to OUA and student support

More study spaces, easier to access financial support for student supplies

I would like to see a page where the services we pay for are listed.  I have been with Swinburne Online 1 1/2 years and did not know about most of the services I have been paying for.

Resourses that could be used by online learners

I think you've pretty much covered it.



I don't get to use or benefit from ANY of the student services, so no. As it is I am paying for things I can't use anyway.

for online students alot of the services we pay for are not tangible, why do we pay the same membership fee?

I would like to know more about the child care and what it entitles.

More service for online students!!!!!

more sport clubs

Increases funding for sporting clubs   Especially for uni games and other Iv comps 

Career development

Equality to both sides of government 

Online students need more and access to more. We pay amenities fees for something we have minimal access too! 

Something for off campus students , OUA students pay the same fees and are forgotten , we dint even get a diary , all of the above services are mostly useless and irrelevant so why does our money go to them ? 

- Updated courses! one of my lecturers had slides from when he worked at Monash Uni approximately 13 years ago.  - Burn out week activities  - More opportunities to network.  - Updates on what our student 

amenities fees are actually spent on  

I'd like to see online students, who don't use on campus services, NOT charge

would be great if the nightbus could travel further distances! more food related services would be helpful too

Proofreading for students whose English is their second language. Neither YourTutor nor Smartthinking offer this service.

the resources this unit have been s**t to say the least. 

Exercise classes/gym



More opportunities for online students

How about you actually cater these services to online students?  More frequent seminars around careers and skills - and actually explore  way to include collaboration for online participants?  Even recording 

shouldn't be too much to ask.    Given the continual ineptitude by many of the staff and the mistreatment of online students, the uni needs to offer a decent student advocacy service that allows students 

information on rights around assessments and offers mediation, advocacy and assistance in raising issues around regrading requests.  

Services for post graduates, part time students, after hours students.

As a student I am required to pay for Amenities, as an online student I don't have the opportunity to utilise them. If I need to pay for Amenities, it would be great if I had something that was useful offered, otherwise, 

don't charge online students the fee.

I would like a service where online students are informed what services are available to them. If we don't use services above, why should we pay for them?

Help with online students filing paperwork for practicals.

Maybe a few more that include online students

I actually don't know what my ammenities fees are really providing me as a online student. 

More ongoing support video tips for online students, juggling work, family, time management to help maintain motivation.

Mature aged students clubs and support

Not really since I work, family man study online

Language practice groups

More interaction and inclusion with online students. 

None of this applies to me as an OUA student. 

You have a "women's space" why not have a "men's space"? Why not have an awareness for men's issues and men's engagement? Why does majority of funding go towards "women's" issues? 



Advice on subject selection

More connection between campus and online. 

More services and access to facilities available to online students 

To have some of these services offered to online students.

Sociology club, free gym membership at the aquatic centre or free group classes, information about the community garden on the website

Specific networking services, that is linking students to other students or facilitators/professors from industries of interest. For example, networking opportunities for people within their current industries or 

industies within which they would like to develop a career or believe they can contribute.

In terms of additional services - I think it really needs to start with improving the current services

More online options for those of us who can't get to campus. E.g online clubs

Bulk billed medical services on campus. I had to pay more than $150 for my immunisations, as a student that was really difficult to pay for

I am an online student. Incorporated into the Blackboard suite of sections, could you add an Academic Q&A for those of us who want to ask questions relevant to the course. There is nowhere to ask them on the 

Board itself. Putting them on the board might disrupt the flow of posting.

Reduced fee for online students

Yes. For online students; a popup program within the DB that allows casual chat with group members.

The Bookshop should offer online ordering services, or if they already have one it should be advertised to current students

Educational placements to be organised by the Uni instead of Education students having to secure their placements independently. Most schools are already affiliated to local Universities.

Balanced services - services cater to individual groups e.g. cultural, queer and women but fail to address other groups or take any pride in Australia itself thus failing to represent all Swinburne students. 



Discount fee for online students

Online students should have far more options as we pay for amenities we cant use. 

I am not sure because I have not actually physically attended the campus.

more study space. style google environment. 

More online social services for online students, that aren't just about study help. Too many facebook groups that are old and unused so should be deleted.

I would like to see a service for regional online students.

Networking, training and events run by SSL for the active workforce.

with canvas be able to login immediately to any emails from Db and also any Swinburne facilites and services

Men's space. 

more services for online students

information about how to use social media.

Something for Online Students that the On-site Students get.

Better inclusion for online students

Career support for online students.

More lockers for rent. 



Something aimed at online students, maybe, seeing as I've never heard of all but one of these as an online student. How about some motivation support for when you have a mental breakdown and are ready to 

give up half way through the degree? Coaching for new students for staying motivated and disciplined? Or have actual lectures for online subjects instead of "read the text book and do the chapter review questions" 

syndrome that plagued most of the modules. Not that it matters to me anymore now, I'm about to finish my degree in a few weeks. 

Fix the IT problems for the echo lectures. 

More free alcohol 

As an online student I feel that I recieve 0 for my services and amenities fees. I live in Tasmania so have no access to any of these things yet still pay? If we were at least to recieve a student diary in the mail or 

something.. the student card I received has no photo (there was no option to attach one) so it is useless without additional photo identification... I'd like to at least get some sort of token for the fees I pay 

Greater and simpler access to computers and software (like Adobe CC) after hours to maximise use of these tools throughout the semester. or a licence to use this on our own machines. 

Printing and photocopying services - prices to go down.   Library session - learn how to use the library systems and book finding etc. 

Online game room for chess, checkers, things like that amongst students. Virtual room for online students to go meet other students 

Maybe public seminars on important and trending topics, or play host to debates on controversial topics. It can be called "Swin-ception: bringing big ideas to the public conscience". Intimately knowing ones 

conception of ideas is a factor to mental health, considering the noise of half-baked memes from the media.

Work experience or voluntary placement service

A structured way to teach students how to tackle the study of a unit. What is important, how to study it for the best results, what to concentrate on, how to take the notes that are important

A student gym (like Monash/Melbourne) would be cool beans.

It would be good to see SOL students have social activities based in various areas within each state.  Perhaps in conjunction with sister universities etc

For all online lessons to be recorded for each weekly lesson. Also, for the SOL's to have the same things on offer such as the ability to take on placement in their field with Swinburne backing and support.

More services for online students.  



An online person to contact regarding future employment and what to do. 

More support for online students- essay writing. Peer study tips and collaborations. 

Yes, how to motivate students more

yes to SO students! We are paying full fees but get no additional benefits. We aren't even recognised as students for concession travel with public transport victoria because they say we "don't travel to a place of 

study"!!

Offer other languages other than english to learn and improve and clarrify the way to see what services are available

Placement support

I'd like to know about the current services offered

Independent advocacy and student-run clubs

Professional Sexual assult conciling 

Not sure. Most of the services listed I was not aware existed and not sure how many of those are provided to Online students.

Not really, as an online student I don't think one ever uses these services?...

Where the men's space at homie

What does the Chaplaincy service involve? Is this only for Christians? 

More access to teachers to explain learning materials. 

Don't use any of these services so why do I pay the fee. 



Not specially but would love to know more about career services and any help would be really great as now I'm about to finish my bachelor's with a HD-D average. So I can get a help to find a job in my stream would 

be really nice. 

I would like assistance with preparation for exams online. Sometimes it's hard to find a partner to study and prepare for exams

Hot water in BA building mens toilet ground floor is too hot.  Would like to see cleaning of toilets more often. some hand dryers don't work.

Social health and fitness opportunities to be available and all online and campus students to be aware of this.

Better access and representation of current services ie: I know we have a women's space and a queer space, both of which I could use but neither of which I can find

More services tailored to online students. We pay a fee and get barely any access to anything 

Should create any services the students who have family and kids with low income

Being an online student I am not aware of any services available to online students even though we pay fees for this.

Mini units with eLA suport available for things such as "referencing skills, using effectively and practising with online databases,  

Your survey design needs work. 'Very unimportant' should not be the first answer. I believe your data will be inaccurate. Reverse the order. Or change your layout to show options left to right, maybe use typeform 

for better options.

Online students receive nothing for this money, we can't even get a student I'd without having to drive to hawthorn, which you can't do when you work full time. Why can't this be organised online. 

I think the student diary feature on blackboard could be improved dramatically.     Also an additional microwave somewhere on campus other than the George.

Better study abroad support

Would be great if more seminars and events are held out of work hours. There have been many I have been interested in, however can never attend. 

More things for online students. I feel as though the online sudents miss out on everything so many departments cant help online students. Feel as though I'm paying so everyone else can benefit.



QUESTION 6: Any other comments?

As an online student I find it extremely annoying and a complete rip-off that I have to pay the SSAF as I am NEVER no campus, I don't even live in Australia and I never use any of the services.

Computer and table should be cleaned regularly.  

I think it is an absolute joke that online students are expected to pay a union fee for NOTHING. By the look of the above extensive list of services provided to on campus students they are doing very well from the 

thousands of online fees that are being paid with no return. I even see a diary is listed.... would you think that might be something that you could provide online students so they can see something?? not that I 

think a diary is relevant in 2017 when everything is digital. Seriously Swinburne, I have been studying online for 5 years and never seen any improvement or anything for my money. 

As an online student, I was unaware of many of these services. I can see their importance for campus students, however I am unconvinced of the fairness of paying for campus amenities that I will never have the 

opportunity to use.

I don't understand why AOU students have to pay for these service if they sit at home on their own computer and don't use any of your facilities?

I used the careers service once with pertinent questions regarding electives and how these may impact on my career options post-degree and was unsatisfied with the service.  I was handballed from careers to 

SSOs then back to careers, no one knew the answers.

The student amenities fee I think needs to be revisited for OUA students as there is little (almost no) benifit to it.

I have not begun studying yet so do not have an opinion on current services

As an online student this survey was largely irrelevant to me.

I am not aware of most of these services as I am an online student. I just didn't and still don't think these services are available for online students. 

Minor adjustments to blackboard or notification board advising students on the exact submission pathway or requirement/s for each assessment, exam, survey or essay i.e  APA referencing only  Harvard 

referencing only  Convert PPT file to pdf prior to submitting to turnitin  Use this link for ALL video submissions using YouTube  Students are aware that they can ask for help on the aforementioned examples but 

they mainly ask each other and become totally confused through numerous student replies, when they should be instructed to direct all concerns to a Student Advisor or eLA. I understand that communication 

using blackboard is beneficial to student communication, however it is questionable as to why students may accept another student's answer that may be incorrect and therefore misleading and possible loss of 

grade percentage as a result if incorrect advice...an observation; not criticism. Cheers

Protect the clubs, volunteering and leadership. Don't give more money to the union. 

Night bus has saved me a cold walk home. The staff who drive the bus are friendly and have a great understanding of hawtjorn area. Could not say enough good things about the night bus, people need to know 

about this bus!!



More funding to clubs and bar

Swinburne is a great establishment, I am an online learner and I always get the help I need when I contact the centre student support.  Thank you Swinburne

Clubs and Societies: Generally will not get back to you so using the service WE PAY FOR is harder than it should be.   If funding is given, then they must allow you access to the service. Responding should be part of 

funding approval. 

I study online and couldn't be happier with how I'm going with my studies at this stage Thank you very much for giving me this opportunity.

Why don't SOL students receive a student diary?

I am an older student who is only doing one session a week at Swinburne, so a lot of these questions are not relevant to me.

Many of the services are not accessible to me because I am an online student.

As an OUA Student I don't have any need for the majority of these services however I have to pay for them.

I am a Swinburne online student and very dissatisfied with the accessibility of online material.  Videos don't always work when you are trying to access them, there has been incorrect content issued from the 

Lectures on our study material for STA20006, not just once but many times.  Online students have enough stress to deal with managing families, work and study let alone having to deal with incompetent university 

content that should be 100 accurate.  I would not recommend Swinburne for this reason to my friends and family.  

Have i paid for this service? If so a refund would be lovely. Said kindly.

I'm a distance student from interstate and rarely use any services (except phoning student services occasionally). Student amenities fees are expensive if you live away from campus and cannot use the amenities.

Being charged student amenities fees for things we can't access seems very unfair.

I am an online student based out of town but I have had a good experience from a distance.

It would be nice to have some workshops in regional centres or capital cities for people to attend and meet other online students, etc.

Really looking forward to my first teaching period in november! 



Im not sure why I need to pay extra fees when I am never on campus and use any of the facilities

The whole name change and re-marketing of SSAA from a students point of view feels pointless. Thats a lot of money to rebrand the entire organisation for essentially no benefit to students. 

Cater for Online students which are INTER-STATE.  Provided services to help support OFF campus students making payments for these services, which are MOSTLY NOT accessible.

As I am an online student, and can't use many of the above services, I feel very disconnected from the whole university experience.

This survey has made me aware of a number of services being offered, I happened to join the student union not long ago this has been a small way to make me aware of the campus related activities hence 

knowing of the bar.

I donot understand why SOL students are made to pay a fee for ameneties when we  are not on campus? Furthermore, I have not been made aware of these extra services available to students and I live i 

Melboune! 

 can you please inform me where can I find these information?

It sort of seems like online students don't matter to effect campus life.  I know nothing of any of the above services' and think possibly an email outlining some of these would be great, even if only once a year.  

no more group assignments, they just cause stress, frustration and ill feeling.  we work in a team environment every day why do we have to do this 1000's of kilometers apart with people with different ideals of 

what Uni is to them

Currently many of us don't feel included and certainly don't have access to the many facilities that the on-campus students do even though we pay the same fees. 

As an online student, I do not use these facilities that I am paying for.  Perhaps more services for online students

Quicker service at student hq at busy times.   Staff at student hq that are more helpful. 

As an online student, I am really pleased with the support we are receiving from Swinburne online. Glad that I have chosen Swinburne for my further studies and continue to use in future too. 

Not many of these apply to online students

I believe Swinburne is headed in the right direction, it just needs to be careful to not get too wrapped up in overly PC culture

It is very hard as an OUA student needing answers when having to ring different numbers and speak to many different people. If OUA could speak to Swinburne and visa versa it would make the whole course 

more streamline.



I am disgusted that i need to pay for these services as an online student. I would like to benefit from the use of some of these services, i don't live in the same state as the university, but as an online student i pay 

the same amount as an on-campus student. I see this as extortion. I would have thought that as i pay the economic cost of sacrificing the benefit of on-campus study, which affects the ability of learning, that i 

would not have to pay for other students luxury amenities like pool access, social activities, alcoholic bar, childcare, community garden..........etc etc.... If i was an on campus student, these services sound lovely 

Not pay the student amenities fee if you are online and don't use anything..

I was not aware of most of these facilities.  I would have definitely utilised chaplaincy services had I known they were available. A lot of the services I pay for I don't use as I live interstate.

OUA students should not have to pay the amenities fee

I am sure for some students the above services are important but for someone who studies online due to full time work and family commitments the student amenities fees offers me nothing in return and is a 

waste

I haven't used many of your services as I am a part-time student with a full time job.  I truly commend you on the amount and variety of services you have to offer your students.  You have thought of everything to 

make their journey through university a rewarding experience.

I am appalled and disgusted at the way you treat your OUA students and the second rate service we receive. Disgusting.

Some support staff need customer service training. On my 8th week of waiting for advanced standing feedback and missed the study period because i cant get a response. 

Love Swin!! I study online, and I can not be any happier with the service! I was studying with another uni prior but swin is a million times better would highly recommend!!! Thank you thank you!

Yes, why do I pay this fee if I can only access 10% of the services?  Do i pay the same fee as non online students?

more sport

Despite not having used these services (I am an online student) I consider all of them to be vitally important to student welfare, participation, career development, physical and mental well-being.

An academic essay test before census cut off date it will make sure you see how you would perform before you jump in to start and choose too many or too little units or perhaps even to see if uni is for you before 

you pay in advance 

Being an online student this survey was not really appplicable and I realised how much fun I could be having studying at going to Swinburne Uni if I could attend.

A non union run bar   And drinks on I week 



I have struggled with my first year due to personal issues and the student services have been brilliant. 

 Ask George doesn't answer all questions we need to speak to real people.

Over OUA students seen as second class 

Why are engineering subjects exams so exam focused? I'm at the tail end of my degree and still believe that exams are almost pointless. our labs should be more in depth and more difficult with a higher weighting 

so that students actually learn something long term through research and application rather than just learning/memorising something for the sake of an exam. It'd make us as student more job ready as well.   For 

a uni that was supposed to be practical, this fact has been disappointing. Exams have a purpose, sure, but making them worth 70% of an overall grade is ridiculous and doesn't show a full depth of learning.   I'm 

not sure how much this applies to other subjects, but I'm sure it would in a way.     Still, Swinburne is better than RMIT so there's that. 

As far as I am aware, students online don't have any of these services. I have not heard of any, but am billed the amenities fees. 

Overall, I am highly satisfied with SOL!

Being an online student it is hard to know what resources are available other than the ones offered on-line.   Having said that - I have completed two diploma course with Swinburne which was a combination of on-

site (Hawthorne) and on-line and wasn't aware of many of the services listed on this survey.  Mature aged students are sometime excluded from information which is transferred by osmosis in younger students.

I don't go to campus and don't use the services. I think it's a joke that we have to pay the same student amenities fees. It should be reduced for online students. 

Swinburne Online is getting worse

I am on online student so have not seen any of these services.

Counseling services at student wellbeing are great!

It would be great if all of the ELAs could put all of the information on assignment deadlines and collaborate deadlines in the calendar in canvas. I am missing things because different ELAs communicate things in 

different spots.

OUA students are completely mistreated from Swinburne all the way through.  We receive a much poorer standard of education than online students and are continuously treated with contempt.  We DO NOT 

access Swinburne services, so why on earth are we paying for them?  To make matters worse, when Swinburne put on workshops and seminars, the Uni makes no attempt whatsoever to cater to online students 

by offering recordings or online collaboration (the latter would actually allow us to participate, not just bear witness).  The fact that we have to pay for this on top of all the other mistreatment from this uni is an 

absolute disgrace.  It's completely unjustifiable, and completely unethical.  This uni has become an abomination to its long and proud heritage - it's hard to imagine a uni that is less student oriented-than this one.  



The trends are for student cohorts to less likely be 18-21 yrs school leavers yet all the focus is around this age group.

From this survey, it is very apparent that the message about what is available is not being communicated effectively to the online student.

Services really need to be marketed to Swinburne Online students as well. Many of us who live in Melbourne are unaware of theses services, however we would be willing to travel to campus in order to access 

them if we were made aware of their existence.

Queer Space shouldn't be needed, the fact that it is means that we all just need to move on, everyone is equal.

I am very happy with study online that fits me well apprecited

I dont see much relevance of these things to a distant online student like me.  swimming pool?  childcare?  can we only pay for what we use.  it is a complete waste of my money.  

As an online student I don't feel that many of these services apply to me. 

Remind me why I have to pay amenities fees again?

I have my own community and my own support networks online using a different site, that don't discriminate based on my gender and age. 

More support with job selection potential with a degree whatever one you are to be completing towards the end of your degree as I only have two subjects left.

Should be more opportunities for online studnets

More seating in the areas outside classrooms where people can sit while waiting for classes to start so we don't have to sit on the floor if we can't stand the whole time.

New student jsut enrolled. Survey seems premature.

I actually enjoyed my studies at Swinburne

Does this me that because I don't use any of the services because I'm an OUA and out-of-state student I won't have to keep paying amenities fees??

I study online, distance, so I can't say anymore. 



I am unfamiliar with the vast majority of the above Swinburne offered services and although this is through fault of my own as I have not been actively seeking these out, I would highly appreciate if I can be 

provided a rundown of the following and what they have to offer:  Advocacy  Careers  Clubs  Counselling  Health  Legal  Sports  Strategies for success  Student Diary  Leadership  Representation

This is my first semester in Swinburne and so far I am a bit disappointed and discouraged by the lack of 'sense of community' and recreational sports and clubs offered. After attending the mid year clubs day - I 

was excited about the prospect of attending a university where extra curricular activities were promoted. However, after emailing various clubs to ask them about their meet ups and how to get involved - some of 

which didn't even reply to my emails - I was extremely disappointed. My partner goes to RMIT - and their clubs are diligent with every newbie - and encourage a sense of community and friendship. So far from my 

time spent at Swinburne I have not found this. On top of this, I am rather disappointed with the Queer space. I thought there would be more activities throughout the semester but there is not. So far, the social 

vibe from this university has been off - and the only good thing about it is the lecturers, tutorials and educational opportunities. As someone who has come interstate to go to this university - I am incredibly 

disappointed - and feel sorry for students who have come to this university knowing no one expecting a more inviting and warm social scene.

Good to have access to so many great services across Swinburne.  

I am an online student and have found the student services team really great. As an online student I am not aware of most of the services listed.

I am an undergraduate online student in South Australia so I am not using campus at all. This survey does not seem to apply to me

As an online student, I feel the fee is a rip off.

An easier to use electronic library. I get so frustrated by not being able to see ebooks because of licensing restrictions or the fact it is only available on campus. I get so frustrated by the online library. And why do 

we only get ebooks on 1 day loans. Ridiculous ....     Blackboard is a bit of a mess - very ugly and outdated.  The discussion boards should be the first thing that appears. That is generally the first place we go every 

time we log on, it shouldnt be 4 clicks away.     There is probably so much that goes on in college life, but sitting on my desk in Brisbane, I have no contact about any of these things except for Student Councils. (and 

I don't even know who or even what I am voting for)    I did use the counselling service once. (Student coach) It was such a waste of time. You guys make such a big deal about this on your tv ads, saying there is 

always someone there to help you, but it really is just advertising crock.     I don't know how ... but the SOL students need to feel as a bigger part of the college. I feel so disconnected to the college as an online 

student. I enjoy the work that I am doing, and feel it is worthwhile, I just feel next to none affiliation with the college I am studying at. It is a weird feeling.     It might be nice if perhaps the lectures were recorded 

and shown on blackboard, or better yet, some kind of live feed  that we could be part of in someway. I know that I am getting a totally different way of learning than someone who does the exact same degree, but 

at the campus.     I have had some lovely eLas, but I have also had some who are a little disinterested, disingenuous or perhaps just overworked. I have found that the eLas will also generally leave positive feedback 

for gradings, but will never tell you how you can do something better. Its all well and good to be glowing in the remarks, but if the final mark is low, and there is only positive remarks, it makes it very confusing as a 

student. Yes I would like to know what I have done well, but I think more importantly, I would like to know exactly what I haven't done well, and what I need to do in the future to get better grades.     There is 

nothing more deflating as a student as putting in so much hard word, getting praise that you have done well, and then getting a low mark with no explanation why. It's happened a few times to me. It is so 

I have particularly appreciated having the Student Services staff to phone or chat.  They all deserve a medal. :)

I AM VERY SATISFIED WITH STUDENT AMENITIES SERVICES

I am an online student.  



Could not find any services that are specifically designed for online students?

As an online student, I do think the fees for amenities should be reduced as I am not able to use most of these facilities

Sporting facilities were poor or simply non-existant so many students travellibg from Western Suburbs or rural areas couldn't get involved as practices were all on the Eastern Suburbs at night. Also found 

counsellor extremely rude and unhelpful. Came out feeling worse and wanting to quit Swinburne in favour of another University.

I'm unsure why I'm required to pay for on campus services when I'm an online student, it's not the best experience.

I can see there are a lot of services for on campus students, but as an online student I don't feel I should have to pay the same service fee as I cannot access the same services

The only service I have used is for the rovers in the library. I do not want to be paying for services unless they are directly relate to my study.

I believe that as an online student, Swinburne offers me every advantage that they can.

I am a student Via correspondence so I didn't know swinburne had so many thnihs to offer the students.

Group assessments should not be forced on online students. I have worked in many workplaces and even run workplaces, so know how to function as a team and so should everybody else. Whether it be from 

school, family life or even community interaction - the basics of society is team work.   I have anxiety and part of the reason I like studying online is so that I dont have to necessarily face people or rely on other 

people getting back to me and rely on them for my grade. I get very anxious and find it very stressful.

Interacting with many SSL clubs and societies over the years I see there need to be an active engagement and positive communication between students of SSL based clubs and the staff of SSL. The biggest 

feedback I can give to SSL is to talk to club committee and its members who have put in endless unpaid hours and their own funds to support the club whether it be increased club's funding to support their club, 

non-complicated forms to process events and grants funding for prjects run by clubs. I have seen that partially this year the creating club’s policy is quite complicated and funding has decreased. Active 

engagement of SSL to advocate and support the various clubs of cross promotion and the culture itself of how SSL staff treat students who run the clubs itself. It should be remembered by SSL Management and 

staff that it’s the students who are paying the amenities fees to supports the clubs would expect a better relationship considering the University club culture is more engaging at RMIT, Melbourne University and 

Monash University. 

Too many places to look for information to search through to get to a discussion or pinned discussion or a certain item in the Db, or announcement, or discussion board so many to keep going through to ensure 

you have read all the information

Women's space is sexist. Where is men's space? 

I have not heard of many of these services. Am I paying for them. If so, can I please get a refund as I do not use them and cannot see the point of wasting my fund on them.Thanks



What this says to me is online students paying the same fees as on campus students are being taken for a ride. There are a lot things on this list that sound cool but we can never use 

In retrospect I regret using an online delivery method for my degree. Seeing this list makes me wonder what I've been missing out on. I've felt 90% isolated throughout the six year process, and I've struggled every 

single semester with motivation and the resulting depression. I feel as though physically attending classes and lectures, as well as engaging with other students in real time would have made it a much more 

engaging and enjoyable experience. Blackboard and "teamwork" assignments just aren't the same (group assignments make my heart sink every time I see one in the course outline). Maybe you could somehow 

draw on this perspective when offering services or course content to future online students, if this is indeed a focus for Swinburne.

There are so few of these services available to off campus students (and interstate at that) that it all seems rather pointless. I pay because I have to, not because I see value in it. 

As an OUA student who hasn't used hardly any of these services I think the amenities fee that we still have to pay is obscenely expensive  

Could you please refrain from buying the worst quality toilet paper for students? 

These services all appear to be very geared toward on-campus students.  I think it would be really good if similar services could be offered to online students, i.e. access to swimming pools/gyms (maybe a chain of 

some sort that operates across Australia), or childcare services, or counselling.  If these are offered to online students, then greater promotion needs to be arranged.

It would be good to have a public breakdown of funding available so students know what their ammenity fees are being spent on. 

I am enjoying being an online student so far

I am a SOL student so do not access most of these services

Maybe two surveys? Online students can't contribute much to these questions.

I'm glad that the on campus students get all these lovely facilities and services, but as an OUA student it feels a bit rough to be paying for things that I can not and will not use.

SOL students don't have enough access to outside services, or are not aware of them.

Insane off campus students (oua) have to pay 

Most of these do not have an effect on someone living in Brisbane

As an online student I am unable to access the majority of these services and I would like to either not be charged for them, or to be charged at a lower rate than on-campus students.



Improved employment services

I studied through OUA so never stepped foot on campus. I still had to pay an amenities fee. I didn't ever use any of the services. Surely they could have offered a discounted fee or no fee at all?

As an OUA student I was not aware of these services (or even if I can use them). I would love for Swinburne to explain these more to OUA students. 

Getting more help to motivate myself

After looking at all these services/Amenities offered they look fantastic however I do not live in Victoria as an OUA student. It makes me wonder why I am paying Amenities fees if I cannot utilise this great service.

As an OUA student I get charged a fee for all these services, the majority of which I cannot utilise from interstate. This should be reflected in a discount. I find it very unfair that I am funding things I will never have 

access to. As the quality of teaching offered to OUA students has taken a sharp dive the past 12 months, I am getting rather resentful of the dip into my wallet. 

Please email about the services because i am completely unaware or do not know how to access them and im in my third year, its really embarrassing

I am a mature aged student, so many of the services you are offering were not relevant to me, but very important

I was not aware of any of these services. It would be helpful to send more information out to students about it. 

How on earth can you survey or even provide services that the students have never heard of?

What is offered to online students who cannot access all the services offered to on campus students? Are we all paying the same amount in fees or is online subsidised due to less services offered?

SSL is spending (and receiving) a lot of money and we're not seeing the results of it. As this is MY money, I think I'd actually be able to get something worthwhile for it if it was being given to the Swinburne Student 

Union

I think a lot of this stuff is great for on campus students - but as an online student I use next to none of it.

Student diary should be given out... 4 years and never heard of this  and free pool should be in all newsletters

I am very happy as a online learner at Swinburne



I cannot make use of most of these services due to the fact I am an OUA student. Can you explain why I need to fund them? The one time I tired to make use of a service (career/course adviser) my appointment 

was cancelled multiple times and he then just forgot about me after re-scheduling for the 4 time. 

I would like greater transparency on spending - the spread between clubs, how much is eaten up in administration, how much is spent on each service (health gets X, chaplaincy gets Y, etc.)

As a 100% online student I think it is ludicrious and disgusting that we are charged this fee and I resent it every single time pay it - especially when I know other universities, such as Griffith, don't charge thgeir 

online students. I also note you exempt overseas students - even if they are on campus - yet you still feel the need to charge me. To make me fund services via a compulsory fee, that I am not able to utilise (apart 

from Ask George - which is next to useless anyway).

In the case of Civil Engineering, focus on the Post Grad content of the courses to be inline and relevant to the industry.

Don't use any of these services so why do I pay the fee. 

All the service I've used so far Is fantastic but sadly not aware of most of the services. 

I really enjoy studying with Swinburne-one of the best Universities :-)

I think school need to be careful on what they spending money on, as if it look too far out it looks like a waste of money (i.e. jugglers, plate spinners). Band due were good for oweek, creating atmosphere and 

bringing large numbers together.

as a mature online student, I believe our needs would be quite different to those of your younger on campus students. I think the services listed above would be very important to that demographic.

As an online student, i think its unfair that we need to pay for services that we don't have access to. There should be a cheaper fee for online students.  Personally, I have not stepped foot onto a Swinburne campus 

in the 4 years I have been studying with you but still have to pay for the services that the majority of which I can not access. 

I study online and it is absolutely ridiculous that I have to pay any such fees for services that I can not and will not use. Stop charging your online students for services that do not apply to them. It's just money 

gouging

Same as above, all students need to be considered. More amenities need to be established for those studying via distance education

remove service fees for online students

Being an online student I am not aware of any services available to online students even though we pay fees for this.



As an online student, none of these services are useful to me  

I find the online courses surprisingly good. Well done. I am not a left wing progressive and was concerned I may react against an overmuch left wing approach to subjects. I was pleasantly surprised that this was 

minimal. Thankfully only the introductory unit just happened to choose the issues of "The Republic", "Aboriginal Rights" and "The environment" as issues to discuss. I was also surprised that in Economics, the 

subject of "Equity" has become a tenet of the subject as if it means equal everything for everybody is always the correct answer rather than a possibility to be used in economics and explored. I was unable to 

successfully raise a discussion on this.

Unaware of the access to Hawthorn Aquatic Centre. More work to get awareness on this benefit.

Remove the amenities fees for SOL students

I was not aware that these services existed maybe that was my fault for not looking hard enough and not going physically to uni and being an online student. I am aware now that all these services exist. Excellent

Before I commenced my studies I was called all the time and once I enrolled that kind of died off. Just to check in to online students and if they feel they could get to a campus that they have the option to go on 

campus and catch up with online students in the real world. Sometimes I feel that I am on my own even though I have the support of eLA and student support but real world interaction is key in academic success.

As an online student living away from Melbourne, very few of these services are useful to me. Despite this, many of the services I had never heard of or been made aware of. Texts aside, the student services and 

amenity fee seems like a pointless money making scheme for online students and more importantly those based off campus.

Better support for sports with in the university with staff members who know what they are doing.  More support and help when doing international exchange and study. In the past when I have looked into 

studying abroad, no one can help me or knows whats happening. There's no one I can ask for help, and I'm expected to find all information and university by myself. I'm not sure what they actually do at Swinburne 

Study Abroad, because I don't know anyone who has received any help or anything from them

As an online student I was not aware so many services were offered. These services probably need to be better communicated to Swinburne online students....

I'm online I do not go on campus. 

Had one awful counsellor but have since found a good one. Hq is pretty useless, and AccessAbility  needs more power to make changes

I think forcing OUA and SOL students to pay this fee is despicable. Those of us living in different states with no hope of using 99% of these services are being rorted by the system which either doesn't care or is too 

lazy to accommodate the types of students you are making a fortune from. 

Have been very unimpressed with Swinburne as a whole so far. Really need to pick up your game or myself and many others with be leaving and certainly not recommending your services to any other online 

students.
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